Today, I will explain the current situation of AVC Networks Company and its vision in addition to the contents which I explained at IR Day in May 2014.
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2. Initiatives to Expand Businesses
Last year, we announced that Panasonic targets approximately 10 trillion yen sales in FY2019.

Out of 10 trillion yen, sales target in BtoB Solutions business is 2.5 trillion yen.

The BtoB solutions business includes not only AVC Networks Company’s business but also building and construction business etc.

Sales target in AVC Networks Company is 1.5 trillion yen out of 2.5 trillion yen.

I will explain how AVC Networks Company grows up.
In FY2014, sales in AVC Networks Company amounted to 1,152.5 billion yen.

In FY2015, we aim at 1,140.0 billion yen for sales. The items of sales are hardware called as “BOX” and Solution. We define Solution as System Solutions and Product Solutions.

System Solutions is offering value for customer by integrating various hardware in respond to customer demands. Product Solutions is offering hardware customized for specific industries.

We aim at 1.5 trillion yen for sales in FY2019, focusing on the Solution.
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AVC Networks Company consists of ten business divisions.

Ten business divisions are divided into four core businesses.

- Visual & Imaging Business (Three Business Divisions)
- Mobility Business (Two Business Divisions)
- Communication Business (Two Business Divisions)
- Vertical Solution Business (Two Business Divisions)

Four core Businesses offer value for BtoB customers through system engineering and sales company in Japan and Overseas. We define System Solution Company (Japan), which is the sales company, as tenth Business Division. Because it is necessary for AVC Networks Company to expand the Solution business.
This page explains market position of four core businesses.

This page shows our products which have Global No.1, Japan No.1 or near the position.

These are typical examples of our businesses. Competitive products in specific market are the bases of our Solution businesses.

We will offer Solutions in specific industries by integrating various competitive products. This Solution will be growth area in our business.
I will explain that what area and how AVC Networks will expand.

Looking back over the past, ICT-oriented Business started from IT-oriented business in back-end. For example, computer used to be in server room and people were using paper in middle-end.

From server era supported by wired network, ordinary office has been ICT-oriented.
With the spread of personal computer and short-range wireless network, I think that almost all white-color workers became to use ICT in their office.

ICT-oriented business will spread in ‘Business Front’. By connecting IT of back-end to stores, drivers in distribution industry, construction sites etc., I think that business opportunities will expand in Business Front.

What is important here is hardware applied to the environment and response capability for wide-range wireless network(ex. LTE).

AVC Networks Company will contribute to the ‘ICT-oriented Business Front’ based on the two advantages.
Next page is an explanation of our business layer.

Originally, our main business has been offering hardware to customer.

In the back-end, we could offer only a few hardware for customer.

In the middle-end, we have taken a position in hardware area such as mobile personal computer. However, we have not taken a position in main system area. Because existing strong System Integrator has been in main system area.

In the Business Front, we can take a position not only in the hardware area but also in the main system area.
For example, we will expand business including main system for distribution industry and stores in retail industry.
I will explain a few examples of solution in Business Front.

Example for avionics.
We can offer not only In-Flight Entertainment, but also Repair & Maintenance based on service sites.
And we started to offer Global Communication Service by utilizing this platform from last year in response to a change of entertainment environment.
In addition, we are going to initiate contents service (ex. weather information).

Example for imaging (ex. for Police in North America)
At first, Tough PC was adapted in patrol car. Next, the business are expanding in-car camera and in-car recorder, wearable camera etc.
In addition, we initiate to make a total solution including evidence picture system etc..

Example for mobility.
Driver’s terminal is utilized by many customers. We initiate to make a total solution including freight management system and distribution management system, payment terminal by electronic money in addition to the driver’s terminal.

We will make growth by expanding solution business based on competitive hardware.
These businesses are expanding globally. Sales targets by region are 90.0 billion yen in Japan, 140.0 billion yen in Americas/EU and 70.0 billion yen in Strategic regions.

In Japan, we will introduce next generation products and services.

In Americas/EU, we will develop solution business and strengthen alliance.

In Strategic regions, we will expand business with customers including global account.
It is necessary for us to enhance business platform for expanding businesses.

We will enhance function of engineering forces in Japan, USA, Asia and Europe. And we will newly establish function of engineering forces in Russia, India, Brazil etc. Hereby, we will show that we can develop not only box sales but also solution business.

In addition, we will obtain knowledge and skill in main system for specific industries for expanding solution areas. We are initiating to expand main systems and products by acquiring knowledge, cooperating with partners and doing by ourselves. For example, we have acquired the small company which manages server of security camera in Europe. And we have done capital participation of the company which shares picture contents for public community in Asia.

These are a part of investment. We plan to invest 100 billion yen including M&A in total by FY2019.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Disclaimer Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This presentation includes forward-looking statements (that include those within the meaning of Section 21E of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934) about Panasonic and its Group companies (the Panasonic Group). To the extent that statements in this presentation do not relate to historical or current facts, they constitute forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based on the current assumptions and beliefs of the Panasonic Group in light of the information currently available to it, and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors. Such risks, uncertainties and other factors may cause the Panasonic Group’s actual results, performance, achievements or financial position to be materially different from any future results, performance, achievements or financial position expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements.

Panasonic undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements after the date of this presentation. Investors are advised to consult any further disclosures by Panasonic in its subsequent filings under the Financial Instrument and Exchange Act of Japan (the FIEA) and other publicly disclosed documents.

The risks, uncertainties and other factors referred to above include, but are not limited to, economic conditions, particularly consumer spending and corporate capital expenditures in the Americas, Europe, Japan, China and other Asian countries; volatility in demand for electronic equipment and components from business and industrial customers, as well as consumers in many product and geographical markets; the possibility that excessive currency rate fluctuations of the U.S. dollar; the euro; the Chinese yuan and other currencies against the yen may adversely affect costs and prices of Panasonic’s products and services and certain other transactions that are denominated in these foreign currencies; the possibility of the Panasonic Group incurring additional costs of raising funds, because of changes in the fund raising environment; the possibility of the Panasonic Group not being able to respond to rapid technological changes and changing consumer preferences with timely and cost-effective introductions of new products in markets that are highly competitive in terms of both price and technology; the possibility of not achieving expected results on the alliances or mergers and acquisitions, the possibility of not being able to achieve its business objectives through joint ventures and other collaborative agreements with other companies, including due to the pressure of price reduction exceeding that which can be achieved by its effort and decrease in demand for products from business partners which Panasonic highly depends on in B2B business areas; the possibility of the Panasonic Group not being able to maintain competitive strength in many product and geographical areas; the possibility of incurring expenses resulting from any defects in products or services of the Panasonic Group; the possibility that the Panasonic Group may face intellectual property infringement claims by third parties; current and potential, direct and indirect restrictions imposed by other countries over trade, manufacturing, labor and operations; fluctuations in market prices of securities and other assets in which the Panasonic Group has holdings or changes in valuation of long-lived assets, including property, plant and equipment and goodwill; deferred tax assets and uncertain tax positions, future changes or revisions to accounting policies or accounting rules; as well as natural disasters including earthquakes, prevalence of infectious diseases throughout the world, disruption of supply chain and other events that may negatively impact business activities of the Panasonic Group. The factors listed above are not all-inclusive and further information is contained in the most recent English translated version of Panasonic’s securities reports under the FIEA and any other documents which are disclosed on its website.

In order to be consistent with generally accepted financial reporting practices in Japan, operating profit (loss) is presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in Japan. The company believes that this is useful to investors in comparing the company’s financial results with those of other Japanese companies. Under United States generally accepted accounting principles, expenses associated with the implementation of early retirement programs at certain domestic and overseas companies, and impairment losses on long-lived assets are usually included as part of operating profit (loss) in the statement of income.